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This paper contains several results on quasitopoi. Firstly, topologies on quasitopoi are con- 
sidered and results are obtained connecting sheaves, separated presheaves and the topos of coarse 
objects; in particular, if d is a topos and j a topology on d then the j-sheaves are the topos of 
coarse objects of the quasitopos of j-separated objects of ~'. Secondly, solid quasitopoi are 
studied: a quasitopos is solid if it has disjoint coproducts. Reasonable constructions on solid 
quasitopoi yield quasitopoi which are again solid. Thirdly, an interpretation of first-order logic 
in a general quasitopos i given; the interpretation is an extension of the usual interpretation of 
logic in the topos of coarse objects of the quasitopos. Finally, for IH a complete Heyting algebra, 
a category Mod(IH) is constructed, which is intended to be 'the category of H-valued models'. 
Mod(IH) is a solid quasitopos, and the interpretation of logic in quasitopoi, when applied to 
Mod(IH), yields the usual interpretation of logic in H-valued models. 
1. Introduction 
This paper treats four distinct but related topics, all concerning quasitopoi. The 
first topic is that of topologies on quasitopoi. If a is a topology on a quasitopos 
~, the category Sep,r(~) of o-separated objects of ~ is shown to be a quasitopos. 
Furthermore Sepa(~) and the quasitopos Shva(W) of a-sheaves have the same 
topos of coarse objects; in particular, if ~ is a topos the a-sheaves are exactly the 
coarse objects of the quasitopos Sepa(~). 
The second topic is that of solid quasitopoi. We call a quasitopos 'solid' if it has 
disjoint coproducts; an alternative characterization is that a quasitopos is solid if 
the unique map 0-,  1 is a strong monomorphism. Common constructions on quasi- 
topoi carry solid quasitopoi to solid quasitopoi. 
The third topic is the interpretation of first-order logic in quasitopoi. The leading 
idea is to interpret predicates, not as arbitrary monomorphisms (as is usually done), 
but as strong monomorphisms. Apart from this change, the interpretation is the 
same as the standard interpretation of logic in topoi. In fact we show that the inter- 
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pretation in a given quasitopos is 'the same' as the interpretation i the topos of 
coarse objects of the quasitopos. 
Finally we consider Heyting-valued models. For IH a complete Heyting algebra we 
construct a category Mod(IH), which is a solid quasitopos. The general interpreta. 
tion of logic in quasitopoi, when specialized to Mofl(IH), yields the usual logic of 
IH-valued models. The topos of coarse objects of Mofl(IH) is Shv(IH) (Set-valued 
sheaves on IH with the canonical topology), so the logic in Mod(IH) is 'the same' as 
that in Shv(IH). However, we can make distinctions in Mod(IH) which are obliterated 
in Shv(IH), and the construction of Mod(IH) is fairly close to the naive intuition of 
what H-valued models are. 
2. Topologies for quasitopoi 
We begin by recalling some definitions. A morphism m :X~ Y in a category is 
a strong monomorphism if rn is a monomorphism and if for every commuting 
square 
e 
U . . . . . .  ,V  
nl  
X ,Y  
with e epic, there is a morphism from V to X making the resulting diagram com- 
mute. Strong monomorphisms are discussed in [5]. In this paper a strong monomor- 
phism will be diagrammed with a double-tailed arrow, thus X }-~ Y. 
A quasitopos is a category ~ with the following properties. 
(i) ~ has finite limits and finite colimits. 
(ii) ~ is locally cartesian closed; that is, if X e ~, then ~/X is cartesian closed. 
(iii) ~ has a strong subobject classifier £2. That is, there is a strong monomor- 
phism true: 1~-~ £2 with the property that for each strong monomorphism A~-~X 
there is a unique morphism A : X--,g2 such that the following square is a pullback. 
A ~1 
A is called the classifying map of the strong subobject A~-~X. 
Quasitopoi are treated at length in the papers of Wyler [11] and Penon [8]; we 
make use of their results in what follows. 
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Topologies. We consider topologies for quasitopoi, following [11]. Let ~ be a 
quasitopos. To specify a topology on ~ is to specify, for each Xe  J ,  a closure 
operation ax  on the subobjects of X satisfying the additional conditions that if 
m:A >-,X is strong, then axm is strong and that if f :  Y~X and m:A ~-,X, then 
ay(f*m) =f*(axm), where f *  means pulling back along f .  Where X is clear from 
the context we write a instead of a x. If  the a-closure of every monomorphism is
a strong monomorphism then the topology a will be called strong. Not all topologies 
are strong; for example the identity topology (where the closure of any monomor- 
phism m is again m) is not in general strong. 
Proposition 2.1. Let a be any topology. Define a closure operation thus: given a 
monic m :A >--,X, form the epic~strong monic factorization A ~A'~- ,X  of  m; set 
#m to be a(A'~-*X). Then ~ is a strong topology. [] 
Let a be an arbitrary topology. The map true : 1 ~ #2 is a strong monomorphism, 
so its closure is also a strong monomorphism, which we write as J~--~£2. J has 
classifying map j : ~ ~ #2. We define #2 a to be the equalizer of j and ida. Define 
also A : #2 × #2 ~ #2 to be the classifying map of (true, true) : 1 >>--,f2 ×#2. 
Proposition 2.2. The map j : #2 × #2 has the properties: 
(i) j o true = true, 
(ii) j o j= j ,  
(iii) A o (j x j) = j  o A : ~ X ~--~ #~. [] 
It is not the case that a can be reconstructed from j.  However we can construct 
a strong topology from j as follows. Given m:A ~-~X, let its epic/strong monic 
factorization be A ~A'~--~X. Let A '  : X-~f2 be the classifying map of A'>~-~X. The 
closure of m is defined to be the strong monic with classifying map j o.~'. 
It turns out that the strong topologies are in bijection with the maps j : f2 - , f2  
described in Proposition 2.2. It is also the case that if we begin with an arbitrary 
topology a, pass to j ,  and then construct a strong topology from j as above, the 
strong topology obtained is #. 
Let a be an arbitrary topology on a quasitopos '~. A monomorphism is called 
a-closed if am = m and a-dense if am is an isomorphism. An object K of ~ is called 
o-separated if for every a-dense m : A ~X and map f :  A ---,K there is at most one 
map g:X- ,K  such that f=gm. We write Sepo(-~) for the full subcategory of 
consisting of the separated objects. In [4] Johnstone shows that if ~ is a topos, then 
Sepo(.~) is a quasitopos. In view of Johnstone's result the following theorem is not 
surprising. 
Theorem 2.3. For any quasitopos ~ and topology a on ~, Sepa(W) is a quasitopos. 
Proof (Modelled on [8, p. 192]). Sepa(~) is a reflective subcategory of ~, and thus 
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has finite limits and colimits. If X is separated, then so is X "4, for any A e .~. It 
follows from this that Sept(O_2) is cartesian dosed, with exponential the same as 
that in ~. Now let A be separated. ~/A is a quasitopos; define a topology tr A on 
~/A by declaring that 
(where the dotted arrow arises by composition). It may be checked that Sepo(~)/A = 
SepoA(~/A). It then follows from the result proved above on cartesian closedness 
that Sepa(J) /A is cartesian closed, so Sepa(~) is locally cartesian closed. Finally, 
Do is separated, and since a monomorphism in Sepo(~) is strong in Sep~(~) iff it 
is strong and closed in ~, it follows that D~ is a strong subobject classifier for 
Sepo(~). [] 
Proposition 2.4. Sepo(~)=Sepa(~ ). [] 
Let tr be a topology on a quasitopos ~. An object K of ~ is called a a-sheaf if 
for every a-dense monic rn :A>--,X and map f :  A - ,K  there is a unique g: X- ,K  
such that f=gm. We write Shva(~) for the full subcategory of W consisting of the 
a-sheaves. Shv~(~) is a quasitopos, and is a reflective subcategory of ~ by a left 
exact reflector. 
Proposition 2.5. I f  a is a strong topology, then Shvo(~) is a topos. 
i 
Proof. Every monomorphism in Shv~(~) is closed. Thus since tr is strong every 
monomorphism in Sbvcr(~ ) is strong and closed in ~, and since monomorphisms 
in Shva(~ ) which are strong and closed in ~ are strong in Shva(~), every mono- 
morphism in Shva(~) is strong, and thus Shvo(~) is a topos. [] 
Coarse objects. Let o~ be any quasitopos. A particular topology r on ~ is given as 
follows: let m:A)--~C be monic, and let its epic/strong monic factorization be 
A ~A'~--~X: define rm to be A'~-~X. Note that every object of ~ is r-separated. 
A r-sheaf is called a coarse object, and we write Cs(~) for Sbv~(~). Since r is a 
strong topology, Cs(°~) is a topos. The strong subobject classifier D of ~ is coarse 
and is the subobject classifier of Cs(.~). We write A : .~ -~ Cs(.~) for the left exact 
reflector mentioned before Proposition 2.5; A may be called the coarsification 
functor. If Xe  ~, then AX may be obtained by epic/strong monic factorization 
X--~X~--~ Y of any monic X~-~ Y where Y is coarse. 
Recall that a map which is both monic and epic is called a bimorphism. A map 
f in a quasitopos ~ is a bimorphism if and only if Af  is an isomorphism. 
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proposition 2.6. I f  a is a strong topology, then Shva(~)c_ Cs(Y). 
proof. If a is strong, then every bimorphism is a-dense. [] 
We close this section by exhibiting a relation among Cs, Sep and Shv. 
Lemma 2.7. Let a be a topology on a quasitopos ~. 
(i) An epic in Shva(~) is also epic in Sepa(~). 
(ii) A monomorphism which is in Sep,r(~) and is a-dense in 
Sepa(-~). 
.~ is epic in 
Proof. Part (i) follows from the fact that every separated object can be embedded 
in a sheaf. For part (ii), let the monomorphism be rn :A ~X and suppose that 
f,,g:X--" Y are in Sepa(~) and that fm =gin. Since Y is separated, f=g .  [] 
Theorem 2.8. For any topology a, Cs(Sepa(~))= Cs(Shv~(~)). 
Proof. Recall that in a quasitopos the singleton map {-}:X--, I2 x is the ex- 
ponential transpose of the classifying map p:X×X- - ,12  of the diagonal map 
A : X >r-~ X x X. 
Cs(Sep,~(~)) is a reflective subcategory of Sep~(~), and we may construct he 
reflector as follows. If Xe  Sep,r(~), let 
.,~ et - - ,  ml  -X  
- - - '2 [  ~"-~[2 a
be the epic/strong monic factorization in Sep~(~) of {. }s. X>.._~f2x (where {- }s is 
{. } as calculated in Sepa(~)). The reflector then takes X to X*. Cs(Shv~(~)) is
also a reflective subcategory of Sepa(~), and we construct he reflector in two 
stages. The first stage is the reflector from Sepa(~) to Shva(~); we construct his 
as follows. If XeSepcr(~), form {. }s .X~f2x  as above, and let m'P (~f2  x be 
the closure of the monomorphism {-}s under a. Then the reflector from Sepa(~) to 
Shv~(~) takes X to X. The second stage is the reflector ¢~ : Shva(~) ~ Cs(Shva(~)) 
obtained, for any A in Shva(~), by the epic/strong monic factorization (in 
Shv~(~)) of any embedding of A into a coarse object. The composite reflector 
from Sepa(~ ) to Cs(Shv~(~)) thus takes X to q~(.l?). 
We wish to show that ¢i(,(')=X*. Now £2 o is the strong subobject classifier of 
Shvo(~), so is in Cs(Shva(~)); hence also I2 x is in Cs(Shva(~)). Thus we obtain 
• (X) as the epic/strong monic factorization (in Shva(~)) X e2 qi(X)r-m-L~f2 x of 
X>--~ I2 x. At this stage we have the following diagrams in Sep~(~), where we have 
given the name d to the dense monomorphism X>--,X which arises from the fact 
that .,Y is the closure of X in I2 x. 
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{.}s 
X> X '  





The desired conclusion that ¢~(.~)=X* will follow if we can show that m 2 is 
strong monic in Sepo(.~) and e2d is epic in Sepa(~). Now m E is strong monic in 
Shva(.~), so strong and closed in .~, hence strong in Sep~(.~). Also d is dense in 
and is a monic between separated objects, so by Lemma 2.7(ii) is epic in Sepa(~). 
Finally e2 is epic in Shva(.~) and so by Lemma 2.7(i) is epic in Sepa(~). Thus e2d 
is epic in Sepa(~). [] 
Corollary 2.9. Cs(Sep~(W)) =Cs(Shva(W)) = Shv~(~). 
Proof. Applying the theorem to t~ yields Cs(Sep~(W)) =Cs(Shv~(W)). But since t~ is 
a strong topology Shva(~) is a topos (Proposition 2.5), so Cs(Shva(~)= Shv#(~). 
Finally Sep~(~)=Sepa(W) by Proposition 2.4, so Cs(Sep#(~))= Cs(Sepa('~)). [] 
In particular, if Y is a topos (so that t7 is automatically strong) 
Shvo(~)=Cs(Sepa(Y)); that is, the sheaves are the coarse objects for the quasi- 
topos of separated objects. 
3. Solid quasitopoi 
Let .~ be a quasitopos. Let 0-~0"~--~ 1 be the epic/strong monic factorization of 
the map 0 -* 1 in .~. We call an object X of .~ solid if there is a map 0* -~X, and 
write Sol(.~) for the full subcategory of ~ consisting of the solid objects. It is easy 
to see that every coarse object is solid: let r be the topology for which the coarse 
objects are the sheaves; observe that 0 ~0"  is a r-dense monomorphism. If X is 
coarse, the map 0 ~X then yields a map 0*-~X. Thus there is a reasonable supply 
of solid objects. If every object of .~ is solid we say that .~ is a solid quasitopos. 
It is clear that .~ is solid if and only if 0 ~ 1 is a strong monomorphism in .~. 
Proposition 3.1. For any quasitopos W, Sol(W) is a solid quasitopos. 
Proof. For Xe  ~, let 0-~0~,~-*X be the epic/strong monic factorization of the 
map 0 ~X.  Define a topology o" on '~ thus: if m:A >-~X is monic in ~, let m be 
AVO~>--*X (where v is ordinary union of subobjects). It can be shown without 
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much difficulty that tr is a topology on ~ and that the solid objects are exactly the 
a-sheaves. Thus Soi(~) is a quasitopos. Note that 0* is the initial object of Sol(Z), 
and that 0 *>--~ 1 is strong and a-closed in 2, hence strong in Sol(Z). It follows that 
Sol(~) is a solid quasitopos. [] 
We show next that solid quasitopoi enjoy a property which arbitrary quasitopoi 
do not, namely that of having disjoint coproducts. Recall that a coproduct 
X = L[iXi in a category is said to be disjoint if each coprojection Xi- - ,X is monic 
and if for each pair of distinct indices i,j the following square is a pullback. 
O-  ~'X i 
1 
5-  ,X  
In an arbitrary quasitopos coprojections are always monomorphisms, but the 
pullback condition need not hold. 
Theorem 3.2. Let ~ be a quasitopos. The following are equivalent. 
(i) W is solid. 
(ii) For every Xe  2, 0 - l 'X is a strong monomorphism. 
(iii) ~ has disjoint coproducts. 
Proof. (i) = (ii). If ~ is solid, then 0 --, 1 is strong. The following square is a pullback 
and the pullback of a 
0 0 
X ,1 
strong monomorphism is strong. 
(ii) = (iii). Let X, Ye 2. The square below is a pushout 
0 ~X 
1 
Y 'X t l  Y 
and by (ii), 0 ~ Y is strong. In this situation the square is a pullback. (Compare [3, 
p. 30, Corollary 1.28].) This shows that binary coproducts are disjoint; larger 
coproducts can be handled similarly. 
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(iii)=(i). Since coproducts are disjoint, the following square is 




a pullback. Thus 0-~1 is the equalizer of HI and H2 , and hence is strong. It 
follows that ~ is solid. [] 
We devote the rest of this section to further properties of solid quasitopoi. 
Proposition 3.3. Let ~ be a solid quasitopos, tra topology on ~. Then Sepa(W) is 
solid if and only if 0>-~ 1 is a-closed in ~. 
Proof. Since ~ is solid, 0>-~ 1 is strong in ~. Now 0 is separated (for every 
topology), so 0~--~ 1 is an arrow in Sepo(.~). It is strong in Sep~(.~) if and only if 
it is strong in ~ and a-closed. [] 
Proposition 3.4. Let ~ be a solid quasitopos, Xe  ~. YThen ~/X  is a solid quasi- 
topos. 
Proof..~/X is always a quasitopos. The map 0 ~ 1 in .~/X is actually the diagram 
0 ,X  
X 
in J ;  since ~ is solid, 0-~X is strong in ~ (Theorem 3.2), and it follows that 0---,1 
is strong in ~/X and hence ~/X is solid. [] 
Proposition 3.5. Let ~ be a solid quasitopos, C an internal category in ~. Then the 
category ~ c o f  internal diagrams on C is a solid quasitopos. 
Proof. Let C have objects of objects C. Part of the data for an internal diagram 
F is an object F~ ~ and a map fo :F-~C. The initial internal diagram 0 has 0--,C 
for this map; the terminal internal diagram 1 has i dc :C - ,C .  A morphism 
: F -~ G of internal diagrams is a map ~: F~ G satisfying certain conditions, one 
of which is that g0¢ - f0,  that is ~ is a map from f0 to go in ~/C.  In fact there is 
a comonad IH on ~/C such that ~c  is isomorphic to the category (~/C)jH of 
coalgebras for the comonad (see [11, p. 709] and [3, p. 54]; in [11] it is shown that 
(W/C)tH is a quasitopos). 
Consider a commuting square (1) in .~c, where ~ is 















0 " ~ id c 
(2) 
epic in W c. The forgetful functor (~/C)H -* ~/C has a right adjoint, so preserves 
colirnits, and thus carries (1) to the diagram (2), where ¢ is epic in ~/C (and 0 is 
the initial object in ~/C, i.e. the map 0 ~ C in ~). Since ~/C is a solid quasitopos 
(Proposition 3.4), 0-* id c is strong, so there is a dotted arrow as shown. Since the 
initial object in a quasitopos i strict this dotted arrow is an isomorphism. It follows 
that G=0 in .~c; hence there is a map G -*0 in (1). Thus 0--1 is a strong mono- 
rnorphism in .~ c, so .~c is solid. [] 
Proposition 3.6. For any quasitopos ~, Cs(Sol(~))= Cs(~). 
Proof. Let a be the topology such that Shva(W)=Sol(~ ). For any Xe  ~, X-~ 
Xu 0* is monic, and Xu 0* is solid. Since the separated objects for any topology 
are exactly the subobjects of sheaves, Sepa(~ ) = W. Since Cs(Sepa(~)) =Cs(Shva(~) ) 
(Theorem 2.8), Cs(~) = Cs(Sol(~)). [] 
The results in this section show that the notion of 'solid quasitopos' is a 
reasonable one. A couple of examples of solid quasitopoi (distinct from topoi) can 
be found at the end of Section 4. An example of a quasitopos which is not solid 
is any Heyting algebra with more than one element. The only strong monomor- 
phisms in a Heyting algebra are the identity morphisms, so 0-* 1 is strong only if 
0= 1. That is to say, in a Heyting algebra, 0"--1. 
4. Logic in quasitopoi 
This section is devoted to describing an interpretation of first-order logic in quasi- 
topoi. The interpretation can be thought of in two different ways: one can say that 
interpreting logic in a quasitopos i just like interpreting logic in a topos, except hat 
predicates are to be interpreted as strong monomorphisms rather than arbitrary 
monomorphisms; alternatively one can say that interpreting logic in a quasitopos 
~ is essentially the same as interpreting logic in the topos Cs(~). 
The language. The language is that of many-sorted first-order predicate calculus 
with equality, as described, for example, in [6, Chapter 2]. Thus we have a set of 
sorts, a set of predicate symbols, each one with a finite 'sorting', that is a string 
(Sl,..., sn) of sorts (where n is the arity of the predicate symbol), and a set of 
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operation symbols,  each also with a finite sorting; if f is an n-ary operation symbol, 
then it has a sorting of the form (s~, ..., s~; s). It will occasionally be convenient 
notationally to treat a strong of sorts as a single sort. As well as predicate symbols 
and operation symbols we have the logical symbols, =, v,  A, ~ , =,  -r , ± ,  V, ~. 
We restrict ourselves to finitary A and V, but infinitary A and V can be handled 
if the quasitopos concerned is sufficiently complete and cocomplete. A constant 
symbol  is treated as a 0-ary operation symbol. 
Interpretation of basic notions. Let ~ be a quasitopos. An interpretation M of the 
language in ~ is defined as follows. Each sort s is assigned an object M(s) of 
~. Each operation symbol f with sorting (s~, . . . ,sn;s)  is assigned an arrow 
M(f ) :M(S l )  × ... ×M(sn)~M(s)  of W. Each constant symbol (0-ary operation sym- 
bol) c with sort s is assigned an arrow M(c) : 1 -~ M(s). Each predicate symbol R with 
sorting (sl, ..., sn> is assigned a strong subobject M(R))~-~M(s l )x  ... ×M(sn). The 
requirement that predicates be interpreted as strong subobjects i  the essential point 
of difference between our interpretation of logic and the interpretation of logic in 
categories given in [6]. 
Interpretation of terms. Terms in the language are built up out of operation 
symbols (including constant symbols) and variables, in the usual way. The 
interpretation may be defined by induction: a variable v of sort s is assigned 
i d :M(s )~M(s) ;  if f has sorting (s; t) and the term r has sorting ( s l , . . . , sn ;s ) ,  
then the term f (O (with sorting (s l , . . . , sn; t>)  is interpreted as the composite 
M(f )  o M(z) : M(sl)  x ... x M(sn) ~ M(t). 
Interpretation of atomic formulas. An atomic formula of sort t has the form 
R(rl, ...,rn), where each ri is a term (with sorting (t, si>) and R has sorting 
(s~, ..., sn). The interpretation is the left vertical arrow in the following pullback. 
X , M( r )  
(M(r 1), .... M(r,,)> 
M(t)  , M(SI)X-'- xM(s  n) 
The particular atomic formula ol = o2, where o~ and 02 are both variables of sort s, 
is interpreted as the diagonal map d :M(s)~- ,M(s)xM(s) .  
Interpretation of propositional notions. Note that the strong subobject classifier f2 
of ~ is coarse, and indeed is the subobject classifier of the topos Cs(~). In the topos 
Cs(~) we have maps true: l -~f2,  fa lse : l~f2 ,  A:D×f2--*f2, V:f2xf2-*f2, 
= : f2 x f2 ~ f2. Now let X be an object of ~. If A is a strong subobject of X, we 
use the notation ~ for the classifying map of A. We define propositional operators 
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on the strong subobjects of X as follows (where A~,A 2 are strong subobjects of 
X). 
(AI,A2) A 
' f2 XI2 )12. (1) AtAA2 has classifying map X 
(2) AlvA2 has classifying map X 
(AI,A 2) V 
'/2 X.-Q '12. 
(A i ,A  x) = 
(3) A I = A2 has classifying map X , g2 × £2 ----, (2. 
true 
(4) T has classifying map X---, 1 , g2. 
false 
(5) ± has classifying map X--, 1 , £2. 
(6) We interpret -~A as A = ±, as usual. This gives a map --1 :g2--,g2, where 
--1 is the classifying map of false : I --, g2. 
All these propositional operators have alternative descriptions not involving 
classifying maps, as follows. 
(1') A IAA  2 is given by the pullback 
AiAA2~ )A  2 
Al)) ' X 
and is the largest strong subobject of X less than or equal to both A~ and A 2. 
(2') Suppose m l:Al~--~X and m2:A2 ~-,X. Alva  2 is given by epic/strong monic 
factorization thus: 
AI  II A 2 ' X 
A 1 vA2 
AlVA 2 is the smallest strong subobject of X greater than or equal to both A1 and 
A2; we call ALVA2 the strong union of A1 and A2. Note that the ordinary union 
of two strong subobjects of X need not be a strong subobject of X. Strong unions 
are preserved under pullbacks. 
(Y) AI ~A2 is the largest strong subobject B of X such that BAA 1 <A 2. 
(4') -r is interpreted as the largest strong subobject X=Xof  X. (-r is '0-ary 
conjunction'.) 
(5') The interpretation of _t. is 0~.~--~X, where 0~, is as described in Proposition 
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3.1. (Note that 0~.~--,X is the smallest strong subobject of X.) 
(6') --,A is the largest strong subobject B of X such that AAB=0~.. 
The equivalence of (1') with (1), (2') with (2) and so forth, may be proved essen. 
tially as is done for a topos. 
Interpretation of predicate notions. We have ,7 and V to deal with; we in fact con- 
sider J and V 'along a morphism'. 
Suppose we are given a morphism f :  X~ Y and a strong subobject A~--~X. We 
define J fA to be the strong monic part of the epic/strong monic factorization of 
the composite A>>-~X. f ,  Y..(Then JfA is the smallest strong subobject of Y 
through which the composite factors.) We define VfA as follows. Since ~ is locally 
cartesian closed, the pullback functor f* :  ~/Y- - ,~/X  has a right adjoint 
Hf: ~/X-- , ,~/Y.  [if maps A~--,X to some B~ Y. It is not hard to show that 
B--, Y is in fact a strong monomorphism, and we define VfA to be B--+ Y. It can 
be shown that VfA is the largest strong subobject C~-+ Y such that f - i (C)~-,X 
factors through A ~--,X. 
If X~ d, write JX  for the lattice of strong subobjects of X. Then the interpreta- 
tion of ff and V can be summed up by saying that if f :  X--, Y, then the functor 
f - l : yy_ ,  SeX has left adjoint Yf and right adjoint V:. The oi'dinary .7 and V are 
the special cases where the morphism f :X~Y is actually a projection 
X 1 xX  2 ---~X 2. 
The interpretation f first-order logic in W is now completed. A formula with free 
variables Ol,...,on of sorts s~,...,s# interprets to a strong subobject of 
M(s~)×-.. xM(sn); a sentence (formula without free variables) interprets to a 
strong subobject of 1. Thus the strong subobjects of 1 act as 'truth values'. The 
whole interpretation is evidently just like the interpretation f logic in a topos, with 
strong monomorphisms replacing arbitrary monomorphisms. 
Boolean quasitopoi. In accordance with the interpretation of logic just given, our 
definition of 'Boolean' is concerned with the lattice of strong subobjects of an ob- 
ject rather than the lattice of arbitrary subobjects. 
Definition 4.1. A quasitopos i Boolean if its strong subobject classifier 12 is an in- 
ternal Boolean algebra. [] 
The following result is easy to prove. 
Proposition 4.2. The following are equivalent, for  a quasitopos ~. 
(i) ~ is Boolean. 
(ii) -~-~ :f2-+ 12 is the identity. 
(iii) For each object X of  ~ the lattice YX  of  strong subobjects of X is a Boolean 
algebra. 
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(iv) Cs(~) is a Boolean topos. 
(v) The following map is a bimorphism. 
( ruo3 
false /
1+1 ~.  [] 
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Note that if "J is Boolean and X is an object of ~ then the lattice of strong sub- 
objects of X is a Boolean algebra. However the lattice of all subobjects of X will 
not in general be Boolean. 
Preservation of the logic. Let .~ and .~' be quasitopoi; we consider here what it 
would mean for a functor F : .~  ~.~'  to preserve the (first-order) logic. We will 
always require F to preserve finite limits: this ensures that the interpretations of 
terms and also of atomic formulas are preserved (note that such an F preserves 
strong monomorphisms as in a quasitopos every strong monomorphism is an 
equalizer). Additionally F is required to preserve the interpretations of proposi- 
tional notions, but in their alternative descriptions ((1') to (6')); we do not require 
that F preserve the strong subobject classifier. Finally F is required to preserve the 
interpretations of I7" and ~/. 
Theorem 4.3. Let ~ be a quasitopos. 
(i) The embedding Cs(~)~ preserves the logic. 
(ii) The coarsification functor A • ~ - 'Cs(~) preserves the logic. 
Proof. (i) The embedding is a right adjoint, so preserves finite limits, and also 
preserves f2. It is clear that the propositional notions are preserved in the forms 
(1)-(6); it follows that they are also preserved in the forms (1')-(6'). If Xe  Cs(~), 
then ::X is the same whether calculated in Cs(W) or in W; hence if f is a morphism 
in Cs("J), then Vf and ~/y are preserved by the embedding. 
(ii) The functor A is left exact and preserves the strong subobject classifier, so 
propositional notions are preserved as in part (i). If Xe  ~ it is not hard to see that 
J'X and 4:(AX) are isomorphic Heyting algebras (using the fact that ~(X, f2)_-- 
Cs(°d)(AX, f2) = ~(AX, ~2)); also if f :  X--, Y is a morphism in ~ then the following 
diagram commutes. 
f-I 
,7'X ~ ~y 
(,l f) -1 
5~(AX) , 5Z'(A Y) 
Replacing the functors in this diagram by their left adjoints (or right adjoints) gives 
two commuting diagrams: 
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J~X 
,Y(AX) 
' ,~Y / /X  ' ,~Y 
~Af VAi 
, ~(A Y)  ,~(AX) , J (A  Y)  
[] Thus A preserves predicate notions. 
This theorem justifies the assertion at the beginning of the section that inter- 
preting logic in a quasitopos ~ is essentially the same as interpreting logic in the 
topos Cs(~). 
Two examples. Our main example of the interpretation of logic in quasitopoi is the 
category Mod(IH) of the next section. We consider two other examples here. 
I. Let .Jl be the category whose objects are the monomorphisms in Set and where 
an arrow ct :x-+y is a commutative square 
@1 
X l  ' Yi 
~o 
Xo 'Yo 
~/is a quasitopos: let a be the Grothendieck topology on 2 (the ordered set {0, 1}), 
where the only non-trivial cover in a is that {0} covers 1. Then ./e is the category 
of a-separated presheaves in [2 °p, Set]. It is not hard to see that a a-sheaf x is of 
the form XI=-X  o, that is an isomorphism. Thus the category of a-sheaves is 
equivalent to Set. According to Corollary 2.9 then Cs(,A)=Set, so 1/ is  a Boolean 
quasitopos (and also solid, because the 0 of ,~' is a a-sheaf). By Theorem 4.3 the 
interpretation of logic in • is 'essentially the same' as that in Set, though of course 
it applies to a wider class of objects than those in Set. 
II. Our second example is a version of the category of quasi-topological spaces. 
Let SJ be the category of compact Hausdorff spaces (for concreteness: the construc- 
tion works for a fairly wide class of categories ~). A quasi-topological space is a 
set X together with for each compact Hausdorff space C a family Ad(C, X) of set 
maps from C to X satisfying the axioms: 
(i) f~  Ad(1, X) and ~ e ~(D, C) implies f~0 ~ Ad(D, X). 
(ii) Ad(1, X) contains every set map 1 -}X. 
The functions in Ad(C, X) are called admissible functions from C to X. If X and 
Y are quasi-topological spaces an arrow from X to Y is a function h :X ~ Y such 
that whenever ¢~Ad(C,X) ,  hexAd(C,  Y). Let us write ~ for the resulting 
category. Then ~ is a quasitopos. (This is essentially proved in [1].) An alternative 
description of ~ is as follows. Let U: ~Set  be the underlying set functor: ~ is 
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the full subcategory of [ocff °p, Set] consisting of subfunctors of functors of the form 
Set(U-, X) where X is a set. 
If X is a set, let KX be the quasi-structure on X given by Ad(C, X) = Set(C, X)  
and let DX be the quasi-structure on X given by setting Ad(C, X) to be those maps 
C--' X which factor through 1. (KX and DX are respectively the chaotic and discrete 
quasi-structures on X.) If 0 is the empty set, then D0 is the quasi-structure where 
there are no admissible functions at all. D0 is the initial object 0 of ~. The terminal 
object of Q is the set 1 with the unique quasi-structure on 1. If 0~0">>--, 1 is the 
epic/strong monic factorization of 0--* 1, it turns out that 0* is 0 with the quasi- 
structure such that 0 ~0 is admissible. (I.e. 0* is K0.) Thus Q is not solid, but 0 
is the only non-solid object. If we impose on quasi-structures the following extra 
axiom: 
(ii) Ad(0, X )= Set(0, X) 
then we obtain exactly Sol(Q). Sol(~) is the category ZJc of Wyler [11, p. 708]. 
According to Proposition 3.6, Cs(Sol(~)) = Cs(Q), and it turns out that the coarse 
objects in Q (or in Sol(~)) are the quasi-topological spaces of the form KX,  that 
is the chaotic quasi-topological spaces. Then Cs(Q)= Set. Hence Q and Sol(Q) are 
Boolean quasitopoi, and the interpretation of the first-order logic in each of them 
is 'essentially the same' as in Set. 
5. A category for Heyting-valued models 
Let IH be a complete Heyting algebra, with least element 0 and greatest element 
1. In this section a category Mod(IH) is described, which is intended to be the 
category of all IH-valued models. It will turn out that Mod(IH) is a solid quasitopos. 
A H-valued model M is a model in which formulas, instead of being simply true 
or false, take values in IH. Thus if C(Ol,..., on) is a formula, where o1,... , o n are 
variables, and xl, . . . ,  xn are elements of M then a value [C(Xl, ..., x,,)] ~ IH is assign- 
ed; we may call this value the truth-value of C(x~, ..., xn). A description of IH- 
valued models may be found in [9, Chapter 6] (under the name 'realizations'). Brief- 
ly, one has a first-order theory which M is to model; M is a set; each n-ary operation 
symbol is interpreted as a function M n ~M;  each n-ary predicate symbol is inter- 
preted as a function M n-~ IH. This information enables values to be assigned to 
atomic formulas, and values are assigned to more complex formulas by induction 
on the structure of the formulas according to the following rules. 
[CA ~J = [ClAim, l, 
[C A ~'! = lCl A ~'! ,  
[ -10] = -[CJ (the pseudo-complement i  IH), 
l¢  ~ ~d = iCl = l~'! (the arrow operation in IH), 
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V l¢(x)l, 
x~M 
Uvo (o)l= A l (x)B. 
xEM 
Let us consider what the interpretation of equality would be in this framework. 
Equality is a binary predicate and so is interpreted as a function h : M 2 --, IH. If the 
properties of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity are to hold, there are conditions 
on h, namely h(x, x) = 1, h(x, y) = h( y, x) and ((h(x, y)Ah( y, z)) = h(x, z)) = 1. It turns 
out that it is convenient o drop the reflexivity condition, and this leads to the 
following definition. 
Definition 5.1. A IH-model is a set X together with a map ~: XxX--, IH satisfying 
(i) &(x, y) = &(y, x), 
(ii) &(x, y) A ~( y, z) < ~(x, z). 
The map & will be called a IH-valued equality on the domain X. We write e(x) as 
an abbreviation for fi(x, x). [] 
Conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition say that the IH-valued equality is symmetric 
and transitive. We do not ask for reflexivity; that is we do not specify that e(x)--1 
for all xeX.  Instead, e(x) is to be thought of as the extent o which x exists (in X). 
Note that it follows from (i) and (ii) that ~(x,y)<_e(x). In an ordinary Heyting- 
valued model X (as for instance in [9]) one does have e(x)= 1 for all xeX,  but it 
is convenient to allow e(x) to differ from 1, especially when H-valued predicates are 
considered. A point of notation: we often simply write X when referring to the IH- 
model <X,&>. 
Definition 5.2. Let (X, ~x> and ( Y, ~r> be IH-models. A function f :  X--, Y is call- 
ed admissible if ~x(X, x')<_ ~r(f(x),f(x')) for all x, x 'e  X.We define an equivalence 
relation on admissible functions thus: for f ,g :X- - ,  Y, f is equivalent o g if 
ex(X)<_~y(f(x),g(x)) for all x~X.  We define the category Mod°(IH) to be the 
category with objects all H-models, and arrows as follows: an arrow from <X, ~x) 
to ( Y, ~r> is defined to be an equivalence class of admissible functions from X to 
Y. [] 
The requirement of admissibility may be thought of as asking that if x = x', then 
f(x) =f(x').  The equivalence relation is partly a consequence of allowing e(x):/: 1, 
but it also ensures that if y,y 'e  Y and ~r (y ,y ' )= l ,  then y and y '  are treated as 
'the same'. As usual in this sort of context we write f both for an actual function 
and for the equivalence class containing this function. 
The objects of Mod°(IH) (the H-models) are the same as the objects of the 
category S(IH) introduced by Higgs [2] (see also Fourman and Scott [1], where these 
objects are called O-sets). However Higgs, and also Fourman and Scott, consider 
morphisms which are more sophisticated than the ones in Definition 2.2; for them 
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a morphism (X,~Sx)~ < Y,~y) is a function X x Y---, IH satisfying certain condi- 
tions. Thus Higgs, and also Fourman and Scott, end up with a different category: 
they have more morphisms and so fewer non-isomorphic objects. 
The initial object of Mod°(IH) is clearly the H-model t~ whose domain is the 
empty set. However if X= {x} is a one-element set and we set e(x)=0, then X 
becomes a IH-model with one non-existent element, and surely is a fairly good can- 
didate for being empty. Yet 0 and X are not isomorphic in Mod°(IH), as there is no 
rnorphism from X to 0. We dispose of this problem by means of the following 
definition. 
Definition 5.3. Mod(IH) is the full subcategory of Mod°(IH) obtained by deleting 
the IH-mode113 with empty domain. [] 
We will see below that Mod°(IH) is a quasitopos and Mod(IH) is the quasitopos 
of solid objects of Mod°(IH), so throwing away 0 is not an arbitrary process. 
Mod(IH) has slightly better properties than Mod°(IH), according to Theorem 3.2; 
note also that Mod(2)= Set, while this is not the case with Mod°(2). We show now 
that Mod°(lH) at any rate is equivalent o something recognisable, namely a 
category of separated presheaves. 
Theorem 5.4. IH (considered as a partially ordered set) is a category; equip it with 
the canonical topology. Then Mod°(IH) is equivalent o Sps(IH), the category of  
separated presheaves on IH. 
Proof. We describe two functors, ¢, : Mod°(IH) --, Sps(IH) and ~:  Sps(IH) ~ Mod°(IH). 
Let X be a IH-model. For x ~ X and b e IH set 
[X]b= {Y~X:  Jx(X,y)>--b}. 
Define a presheaf f :  IH°O~Set hus: 
f (b)= {[x]b :e(x)<-b} ; 
F(b<_c) :F (c)~F(b)  is given by [X]c~. [x]b. (This is well-defined, as if [X]c = [Y]c, 
then Ix]b= [Y]b for b<_c.) 
It may be checked that F is a separated presheaf; we set ¢,(X) =F.  If f :  X--, Y 
is a morphism in Mod°(IH) define ¢i(f) : ~(X) ---, ¢~(Y) thus: ~(X)(b) ~ ~(Y)(b) is 
given by [x]b ~ [f(x)] b. With these definitions ¢i is a functor. 
In the other direction, let F be a separated presheaf, and set X= ~be~HF(b) 
(where the dot signifies disjoint union, that is coproduct in Set). If X=13, set 
~(F) = 0 (the empty IH-model). Otherwise, suppose Xl, x2 e X with xl ~ F(bl) and 
x2eF(b2). Set 
A = {be IH :b<-blAb2 and F(b<-bl)(xl)=F(b<b2)(x2)}. 
It follows from the fact that F is separated that VA e A, and we define & : X x X ~ IB 
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by setting ~(xl,x2)=VA. This yields a H-model X, and we set ~(F )=X.  If 
h:F-~G is a morphism of presheaves, then for each b elH there is a function 
ha:F(b)~G(b).  We define ~'(h): ~P(F)~(G)  thus: if xeF(b),  ~P(h)(x)=hb(x). 
Then ~ is a functor. 
It is straightforward to verify that ¢~ and ~P form an equivalence of 
categories. [] 
It follows from this theorem that Mod°(IH) is a quasitopos. Since we have 
separated presheaves, it is natural to look for the sheaves. 
Definition 5.5. A H-model X is complete if, for all families (xi: i e I}  c X and 
{bi: ie I}  c_ IH such that biAbj<_~x(xi, xj), there exists yeX such that for all ieI, 
¢~x(Xi, Y) > bi. [] 
Proposition 5.6. Let X be a IH-model. The following are equivalent. 
(i) X is complete. 
(ii) ~b(X) is a sheaf with respect o the canonical topology on IH. 
Furthermore, if IH is in fact a complete Boolean algebra, then (i) and (ii) are 
equivalent to: 
(iii) For all families {xi: i e I} and pairwise disjoint {bi: i e I} c_ IH such that 
bi < ex(Xi), there exists y e X such that t~x(Xi, y) > bi for  all i e L [] 
Condition (iii) is the version of 'complete' given in Scott's paper [10] on Boolean- 
valued models of set theory. (The element y in condition (iii) can be considered as 
a 'mixture' of the xi according to the bi. ) Definition 5.5 is a non-Boolean version 
of 'complete'. 
We define Cmod(IH) to be the full subcategory of Mod°(IH) consisting of the 
complete IH-models. The equivalence of categories Mod°(IH)=Sps(IH) restricts to 
an equivalence Cmod(IH)= Shv(IH). Thus the sheafification functor Sps(IH)~ Shv(IH) 
yields a completion functor A : Mod°(IH)--*Cmod(IH). The category of Higgs men- 
tioned above is equivalent o Cmod(IH); that is, he has introducted enough extra 
morphisms to make every IH-model isomorphic to a complete H-model. 
We now work out what various category-theoretic constructions come to in 
Mod(IH). We begin by stating a few facts about Mod°(IH) in order to pass to 
Mod(IH). 
Finite limits in Mod°(IH). The terminal object 1 is evidently ({,},3),  where 
3(*, *) = 1. The product of (X, ~x) and ( Y, ~y) has domain X x Y and IH-valued 
equality ~ given by t~((x, y), (x; y ' ) )  = ~x(X; x') A t~r(Y, Y'). For equalizers, suppose 
f, g : X~ Y. Define Z to be (X, d~*), where t~*(x, x') = t~y(f(x), g(x)) At~x(X; x'). The 
set function which is the identity on X yields a Mod°(IH) morphism Z~X,  which 
may be checked to be the equalizer of f and g. 
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The solid objects of Mod°(IH). I determine the epic/strong monic factorization of 
the map 0 ~ 1 in Mod°(IH). Let X= {x, y}, with dx given by ex(X)= ex(y)= 1 and 
3x(X,y) = O. There are two evident maps f,g: 1 --,X; their equalizer, calculated ac- 
cording to the recipe above, is 0"~ 1, where 0*= {.} with e(.)=0. The map 13"--* 1 
is an equalizer and hence strong monic; the map 13 ~ 13" is trivially epic, as there is 
at most one map from 0* to any object of Mod°(lH). Thus 0--,13"--,1 is the 
epic/strong monic factorization of 13--, 1, and X~Mod°(IH) is solid if and only if 
there is a map 13 ~X.  It is plain that every object of Mod°(IH) is solid except 13, so 
Sol(Mod°(IH)) = Mod(IH); hence Mod(IH) is a solid quasitopos by Proposition 3.1. 
Thus from Theorem 3.2, Mod(IH) has disjoint coproducts. 
According to Corollary 2.9, Cs(Mod°(IH))=Cmod(IH). However from Pro- 
position 3.6 Cs(Mod°(IH))=Cs(Mod(IH)), so the complete H-models are the 
coarse objects both of Mod°(IH) and Mod(IH). The coarsification functor 
A : Mod(IH) ~ Cmod(IH) is the (restriction to Mod(IH) of the) sheafification functor 
mentioned after Proposition 5.6. 
Limits and colimits in Mod(IH). Since Mod(IH) is a reflective subcategory of 
Mod°(IH), finite limits in Mod(IH) are the same as those described for Mod°(IH). In 
fact, Mod(IH) has all small products (the construction being that for finite products 
generalized in the obvious way), so Mod(IH) is small-complete. 
The initial object of Mod(IH) is 0", which will henceforth be known as 0. The 
coproduct of Xz and X2 has domain X l O X2 (the disjoint union of Xl and X2) and 
H-valued equality ~ given as follows: if x, x'¢Xi, then t~(x, x') =~i(x, x'); if X~Xl 
and x' e X2, or x ~ X 2 and x' ~ XI, then ~(x, x') = 0. This construction generalizes to 
give the coproduct of any small collection of H-models. For coequalizers, uppose 
f,g:X--, Y. Define Z to be (Y,J*), with ~* defined as follows. Suppose y,y'¢ Y. 
Consider chains y=Zo, Zl,...,Zn=y', where zi¢ Y. For i=O,. . . ,n-1,  set bi to be 
either ~r(zi, zi+l) or, if there is x¢X such that f (x )=z i  and g(x)=zi+l (or 
f(x)=zi+ 1 and g(x)=zi), we may set b i =ex(X) .  We say AT_~ bi is associated with 
the chain (so one chain may have several associated values). Then set d~*(y, y ' )=  
V{b¢ IH: b is associated with some chain from y to y'}.  
It may be checked that the set function which is the identity on Y gives a Mod(IH) 
morphism Y~Z=(Y ,~ ' ) ,  and that this is the coequalizer of f and g. 
Monomorphisms and epimorphisms. The following proposition is straightforward. 
Proposition 5.7. Let f :  X-~ Y in Mod(IH). 
(i) f is a monomorphism if and only if 
e'x(X)Aex(X')Ac~Y(f(x),f(x'))=Ox(X,X') for all x,x' 6X. 
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(ii) f is an epimorphism if and only i f  
e.y(y)= V ex(x)A6r(f(x),y) for  all ye  Y. [] 
xEX 
Strong monomorphisms and the subobject classifier. The strong subobject classifier 
of Mod(IH) is the IH-model £2 with domain IH and H-valued equality ~ given by 
~(b, b') = b ,~ b' (where b ¢* b' is (b = b') A (b'= b) in a Heyting algebra). If f :  X~f~ 
is a morphism in Mod(IH), then f is of course an equivalence class of functions, but 
in the case where the codomain is Q we may pick out a canonical function by giving 
f(x) the least possible value for each x ~ X. Thus we define a canonical classifying 
map (c.c.m.) on X to be a function/1 :X~ IH such that/1(x)<_e(x) for all x~X and 
A(x)A~(x,x')</1(x') for all x,x' ~X. 
Proposition 5.8. I f / l  is a c.c.m., then/1 is an admissible function in the sense of 
Definition 5.2 and thus determines a morphism X-~ £2. I f  f : X--, £2 is admissible and 
we define/1 : X~ I2 by 2(x) =e(x) A f(x), then/1 is a c.c.m, and f and /1 are equivalent 
in the sense of  Definition 5.2. Furthermore, i f  f is admissible, then the only c.c.m. 
equivalent to f is/1, where/1(x)=e(x)Af(x). []
If/1 is a c.c.m, on X, define a IH-model X,~ thus: Xa has domain X and H-valued 
equality ~a, where ~a(x,x')=/1(x)A~x(x,x'). It is easy to check that X,I is in fact a 
IH-model and that the set function which is the identity on X gives a Mod(IH) mor- 
phism Xa--,X; indeed this is a monomorphism according to Proposition 5.7. 
Proposition 5.9. The strong monomorphisms are exactly the maps of  the form 
Xa >--, X, where/1 is a c.c.m, on X. Furthermore, i f  we define true" 1 ~f2 to be the 
map taking the unique element o f  1 to 1 ~ ~2, then 




is a pullback, and/1 is the unique morphism from X to £-2 giving a pullback of  this 
form. Thus ~2 is the strong subobject classifier to Mod(IH). 
Proof. The equalizer of f ,g :X~Y may be written X~>-*X, where /1(x)= 
e(x)ASy(f(x),g(x)). Thus every equalizer is of the desired form. Conversely one 
may verify from the description of finite limits in Mod(IH) that if/1 is a c.c.m, on 
X, then X~>-~X is the equalizer of/1 : X-}I2 and the composite X-} 1 true, £2. Thus 
the maps of the form X~r-,X and the equalizers coincide. Since in a quasitopos 
equalizers and strong monomorphisms coincide, the strong monomorphisms are ex- 
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actly the maps of the form X~- ,X .  The remaining details are not difficult to 
check. [] 
We note that if Xa~--,X and Xu~--,X are equivalent strong subobjects of X, then 
,t, p:X-- , f2 are equivalent functions in the sense of Definition 5.2, and hence from 
Proposition 5.8, 2(x)=p(x) for all xeX.  
Our last construction in Mod(IH) is the computation of epic/strong monic 
factorizations. 
Proposition 5.10. Let f :  X~ Y in Mod(IH). Define 2" Y-~IH by 
2(Y)= V ex(x)AFr(f(x),Y). 
x~X 
Then 2 is a c.c.m, on Y. Furthermore, the set map f :  X ~ Y yields a Mod(IH) mor- 
• , f "  phtsm f : X--* Y~ ; f '  is an epimorphism, and f factorizes as X , Y~ ~ Y. [] 
It is straightforward to determine the strong subobjects of 1 in Mod(IH): they are 
of the form ({.}, J ) ,  where ~(., , )= b for some b ~ IH. Since, as noted in Section 4, 
the strong subobjects of 1 serve as 'truth values' in the interpretation of the logic, 
the collection of truth values for Mod(IH) is essentially just IH. It is not hard to see 
that Mod(IH) is a Boolean quasitopos in the sense of Definition 4.1 if and only if 
IH is a complete Boolean algebra. 
Logic in Mod(IH). We may work out what the general interpretation given in Section 
4 comes to in the particular case of Mod(IH). There is little to be said about the inter- 
pretation of the operation symbols and terms: These are interpreted as morphisms 
in Mod(IH). A predicate on an object X interprets to a strong subobject A~-~X: 
this may be replaced by its classifying map A:X--* £2. Since I2 is (IH, a) where 
~(bl, b2) is bl ~* b2, to give such a classifying map is almost the same as giving a 
function from X to IH. The difference is that the classifying map A is an equivalence 
class of functions, so if xeX,  then A(x) is not in general a single element of IH. If 
is a formula with free variables 0~, ..., on of sorts Sl, ..., sn, then ¢ interprets to 
a strong subobject M(~)~--~XI X "'" xX n (where Xi=M(si)) ,  with classifying map 
which we write i~]: Xl x ... x X n -~£2. If xl eX1, ..., xn eXn, then we may think of 
i~(x~,..., xn)] as an element of IH, though as just noted this is not strictly true. 
Given the convention just made, the propositional part of the logic in Mod(IH) 
turns out to be as described at the beginning of Section 5, so [¢A ~'1 = [~1 A hul and 
so forth (where, however, "="  now means "determine the same Mod(IH) mor- 
phism to £2"). If f :  X--, Y and ¢(x) is a formula with domain X (so 1¢|: X-*O) ,  
then [,~rf~]. y_._, I2 is given by 
[(,-~f~)(Y)]-- A ex(x)AI¢(x)lA~y(f(x),Y) 
xEg 
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and [Vf¢B: Y~£2 is given by 
[(Vy¢)(y)]= A (ex(X)A6r(f(x),y))=[¢~(x)l. 
x~X 
If we replace f :  X - ,  Y by a projection X× Y-~ Y these expressions become 
[~tx ¢)(x, y)] = V ex(X) A lip(x, y)] 
x~X 
and 
[Vx ¢~(x, y)J = A ex(X)= [dp(x, y)B. 
x~X 
These expressions differ from the usual ones for Heyting-valued models only in that 
they contain the term ex(X). As noted above, for the usual Boolean-valued models 
as considered in, say [9], ex(X)= 1 for all x. The truth-values are the strong sub- 
objects of 1; in Mod(IH) these correspond to elements of IH (as noted above). Thus 
the logic in Mod(IH) is the usual logic for Ill-valued models, extended to cover 
models X where ex(X) is not always 1. According to Theorem 4.3 both the embed- 
ding Cmod(IH)~Mod(IH) and the completion functor A :Mod(IH)~Cmod(IH) 
preserve the logic in the sense of Section 4. 
Change of base. I consider briefly what happens when we have two complete 
Heyting algebras IH~, IH 2 and an order-preserving functor y:tH~ ~ IH2. 
Proposition 5.11. I f  y preserves finite infima (including the empty infimum), then 
y induces a left exact functor F:  Mod(IH l) ~ Mod(IH2)- 
Proof. If (X, 6) is a IH~-model, then F((x, O)) is (X, y6). We will write FX instead 
of F((X,6)) in future. If f :  X~ Y is an admissible function between IH1-models, 
then Ff: FX~FY (where Ff  is the same set function as f )  is an admissible function 
between IH2-models. Furthermore, if f, g:X-- ,  Y are equivalent in the sense of 
Definition 5.2, then Ff  and Fg are also equivalent, so F is a functor. Products, 
equalizers and the terminal object are all defined in terms of A and 1 (the empty 
infimum), so since y preserves finite infima, F preserves finite limits. [] 
Proposition 5.12. (i) I f  ~ preserves finite infima and arbitrary suprema, then F has 
a right adjoint, and furthermore F preserves coherent logic (i.e. A, V, ¢, .1_, Y). 
(ii) I f  y preserves arbitrary infima, then [" has a left adjoint. 
(iii) I f  y preserves arbitrary infima, arbitrary suprema nd =, then F preserves 
the full first-order logic. 
Proof. (i) If we regard IH l and IN 2 as partially ordered sets, hence categories, then 
~ : [Hl'-'~[H 2 is a functor. Since ~, preserves arbitrary suprema, ), has a right adjoint 
~,, : IH 2 -~ IH ~, given by ), # b = V {c e IH l: ),c <_ b}. Since ~ ~ preserves arbitrary in- 
fima, by Proposition 5.11 it yields a functor/"# :Mod(IH2) -~Mod(IHl). It may be 
checked that F ~ F#. 
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For the preservation of coherent logic, note that F (being a left adjoint) preserves 
all colimits as well as finite limits. So F preserves strong monomorphisms (i.e. equal- 
izers, in a quasitopos), epimorphisms, epic/strong monic factorizations and finite 
coproducts. Thus it follows from the 'alternative descriptions' (1'), (2'), (4'), (5') of 
Section 4 that F preserves A, V, -1- and 1.  Clearly F also preserves H. 
(ii) Here 7 has a left adjoint y* given by y*b=A {ce IHI: b_< yc}. However 7 * 
need not preserve finite infima, so we define F ~ as follows. Suppose Xe  Mod(IH2); 
FaX has domain that of X and IHl-valued equality fi, where if x ,x 'eX  
t~(X, X') = V V (Y#~x(X, Yl)AY#~X(Yl,Y2)A"'AY#JX(Yn, X')). 
n >0 Yl . . . . .  ynEg  
(The case n = 0 is included, so ~(x, x')>_ yaJx(x, x').) Then F ~ yields a functor and 
F# -~ F. 
(iii) All that remains is the preservation of = and V; it is clear from the formulae 
given above for ]~ = ~] and [ Vf~] that these are preserved. [] 
Note that even in case (iii) the strong subobject classifier need not be preserved. 
(The definition of 'preservation of the logic' in Section 4 did not require that £2 be 
preserved.) As an example let y be the embedding 2- ,  IH, where IH is any complete 
Heyting algebra. Then, since Mod(2)=Set, 7 yields a functor F:Set- ,Mod(IH) 
which has both adjoints and preserves the logic (and is fully faithful). However F 
does not preserve the strong subobject classifier. 
We compare Mod(IH) and Cmod(IH) (i.e. Shv(IH)). Cmod(IH) has the advantage 
of being a topos rather than a quasitopos. On the other hand, the arrows in Mod(IH) 
are nearer to the intuitive notion of morphism of models (and are genuine functions 
if we deal with IH-models X such that e(x) = 1 for all x e X). Further the interpreta- 
tion of logic is essentially the same in the two categories, and in Mod(IH) we are able 
to distinguish complete IH-models from others. Finally we have a very nice embed- 
ding of Set into Mod(tH). It is true that there is a left exact left adjoint 
J: Set-,Cmod(IH), but J is not full and need not preserve all limits. It thus seems 
useful to factorize J as 
F A 
Set - • Mod( IH) - -~ Cmod(IH). 
In a sequel [7] to the present paper Boolean-valued models of set theory are treated 
from the point of view of Mod(IH), and use is made of the fact that F has better 
properties than J. 
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